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THE BIBLE AS A CLASSIC
AND THE BIBLE AS HOLY SCRIPTURE*
KRISTERSTENDAHL
HarvardDivinity School,Cambridge,MA 02138

Thirtyyearsagotherewashardlyany attentionto an alternativelike
the Bibleas a classicand the Bibleas Holy Scripture.Thenthe proper
discussionwasaboutthe Bibleas historyandthe Bibleas HolyScripture.
Andthe battlewas aboutgeschichtlichund historisch,historicand historical,abouthistoricityand myth, the historicalJesusand the kerygmaticChrist,historyof salvationandjustplainhistory.
Now therehas been a shiftfromhistoryto story:the Bibleas story,
and literaryreasonsthe focus
theologyas story.1For bothphilosophical
on languageand on formsof literarycriticismdemandthe centerstage.
The odd idea of a "languageevent"strikesme as a hybridin the transitionfromthe one perspectiveto the other.
It is temptingto speculateaboutdeeperculturalforcesat workin
this shift. Could it be that preoccupationwith historycomes natural
when one is partof a culturewhichfeels happyand hopefulaboutthe
historicalprocess?Hegel'span-historicphilosophybelongs,after all, to
the ascendancyof westernimperialism-itwaseven saidthatotherparts
of the worldwere lifted "intohistory"when conquered,colonized,or
convertedby the West.Now the westernworldis not so sureor so optimisticaboutwherehistory-thatis, "our"history-is going.So the glamour,the glory,the Shekinahhasmovedawayfromhistory.
*The PresidentialAddressdelivered 18 December 1983 at the annual meeting of the
Societyof BiblicalLiteratureheld at the Loews AnatoleHotel, Dallas,TX.
1 This shift has many facets. There is the
literarydimensionas found in NorthropFrye,
The Great Code: The Bible and Literature(New York/London:Harcourt,Brace,Jovanovich, 1982). There is the movementrepresentedby the Societyof BiblicalLiteraturejournal Semeia (1974- ), edited by J. Dominic Crossanand foreshadowedby the pioneering
work of Amos N. Wilder (see Semeia 12-13, 1978). The depth of the philosophicaland
theologicalshifts are perhapsbest expressedin David Tracy, The AnalogicalImagination:
Christian Theology and the Culture of Pluralism (New York:Crossroad,1981). Tracy
significantlyuses as one of his main categories"TheClassic."For a theologicalcritiquesee
the review by Peter Manchester,Cross Currents31 (1981/82) 480-84. See also PatrickA.
Kiefert, "Mind Reader and Maestro:Models for UnderstandingBiblical Interpreters,"
Word and World 1 (1980/81) 153-68; and in the same issue (entitled "TheBible as Scripture")KarlfriedFroehlich,"BiblicalHermeneuticson the Move,"140-52.
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There is a strikinganalogy to such a move from history to story and
wisdom. I think of the major move of rabbinicJudaismafter the fall of
Jerusalemand the Bar Kokhba catastrophe.Rabbinic Judaism-a child
of the very traditionwhich is often credited with having given "the idea
of history"to the world-cut loose from the frantic attempts at finding
meaning in and throughhistory.At Jamniaand throughthe Mishnahthe
center of religious existence was placed in Halakah, i.e., in the lifestyle
and wisdom of Torah. To be sure, the historicalconsciousnessremained
strong in Judaism, but not any more as the center of attention. It
becomes exactly "story,"Haggadah, with far less binding authority. To
be sure, the Mishnahand the Talmud are not the sum total of Judaism.
There are the prayersand the memories, but the center, the equivalent
to what Christianscame to call theology, is in Torah as Halakah. Those
Jewish writings that struggled with meaning in and through history,
writings like 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch, have survived through Christian
transmission.2They were not part of the living tradition of Judaism.It
was the Christians,new on the block, who inherited and renewed the
historical mode. To them history was not mute, for now "in these last
days God has spoken to us by a Son" (Heb 1:2). With continuity and
with fulfillment, history worked well-or what turned out to be a very
long time-a time which now may come to an end in westerntheology.
Whatever the value and truth of such rather wild speculations,the
shift in contemporarybiblical and theological work from historyto story
is obvious and well substantiatedby a perusal of the program for the
annual meeting of our Society of Biblical Literatureand of our sister,the
AmericanAcademy of Religion.
Thus it has become natural to think in the pattern of the Bible as a
classic and the Bible as Holy Scripture.The shift is appealing for a very
simple additional reason. It expressesso much better the way in which
the Bible actually exists within our western culture, and sometimes even
beyond its confines: as a classic with often undefined distinctionson a
sliding scale of holinessand respect.
By "classic"I mean any work that is considered worth attention
beyond its time, and sometimes also beyond its space-although I doubt
there is any truly global classic-across all cultures. It would be western
myopia to claim such recognitionfor Homer or for Shakespeare,or even
for the Bible. For it is its recognitionthat makes a classic a classic, not its
inner qualities. Hence I try to avoid the more romantic terminology in
which modern studies abound, such as "excess of meaning" or "the
2 See now JacobNeusner,Ancient Israel After Catastrophe:The Religious World View

of the Mishnah (Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 1983). Note also Neusner's observation about the revelatory style of 4 Ezra and Baruch in contrast to the Mishnah (p. 26).
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power of disclosure."Such terminology tends to obscure the societal
dimensionof a classic. It is common recognitionby a wide constituency
of a society that makes a certain work into a classic. No inner quality
sufficesunlesswidely so recognized.
Thus I limit myself to western culture and its classics.There is the
Bible, Dante, Milton, Cervantes'Don Quixote, and Shaw'sPygmalionbecoming even more of a classic by dropping the Greek name for the
English title, "My Fair Lady." And there are the classics of philosophy
and science: Plato, Aristotle, Kant's Critiques, and Darwin's Species.
There are classicsof law and classicsof medicine. There is even Kierkegaard, who wrote a novel with the title Fear and Trembling-he did
call it a novel.
Furthermore,as the West broadensits perspectivethere are ways in
which the Quran and the Gita become classicsin our eyes. We read the
holy texts of other communitiesas classics,mostly without consciousness
of their being "only"classics. Readers find that such classics speak to
them, often in undefinedways.
So there are many types of classics,and they come in many shapes
and forms, in various styles and genres. And awarenessof the genre is
part of their being a classic for the reader. To speak of the Bible as a
classicis thereforenot the same as speakingof it as a literaryclassic.The
issue is rather how to assesswhat kind of a classic we are dealing with.
Scholarsare of course free to pronounceit-or its variousparts-a literary classic, or a classic of language, or a classic of history,or a classic of
philosophy, or whatever. But as a living classic in western culture the
perceptionsof common discourseon a more democratic basis are decisive. And it is my contention that such perceptionsinclude an irreducible awarenessof the Bible as Holy Writ in church and/or synagogue.
What then about Holy Scripture?That designationis not innocent of
culture and theology. It is our language. After all, Quran means "recitation," not "scripture,"and the Hebrew Bible knows not only the ketib
but also the qere-Jesus presumablynever used the ketib Yahweh.
It is as Holy Scripture,Holy Writ, that the Bible has become a classic in the West. Personally,I prefer the plural form, Holy Scriptures.I
do so not primarily in recognition of the fascinating and often elusive
ways in which the Hebrew Bible is common to Jews and Christians-the
same text word for word, and yet so different when it becomes the Old
Testament of the Christian Bible. I speak rather of "Holy Scriptures,"
plural, in order to highlight the diversity of style and genre within the
scriptures.In variousways such diversity becomes importantfor those to
whom the scriptures function as the bearer of revelation.3When the
3 See Paul Ricoeur'sDudleian Lecture at HarvardDivinity School, "Towarda Hermeneutic of the Idea of Revelation,"HTR 70 (1977) 1-37. Here Ricoeur differentiates
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Bible functions as a classic in culture, such distinctionsplay no significant role, but for theological and philosophicalreflectionit is crucial. In
the scriptureswe have the oracles, the laws, the prophets, the dreams,
the interpreters of dreams, the wisdom, the history, the stories, the
psalms, the letters, and so on. To be sure, it is a whole library. Bible
means, after all, "the little books."
Nevertheless, what makes the Bible the Bible is the canon. Here is
where the Bible as a classic and as Holy Scripturemeet: the canonical
books, bound together by those complex historicalacts of recognitionin
the communitiesof faith which we can trace as the history of canonization. For it is as Bible that the biblical material has become a classic of
the western world, and whatever part of the Bible is in focus-be it Job
or Leviticus, the Christmasstory or the Sermon on the Mount-it functions as a classic by being part of the Bible. It is perceived and received
as a classicby being part of the Bible.
The Bible as a classic exists in western culture with an often undefined but never absent recognitionof its being the Holy Scripturesof the
church and/or the synagogue. I have my doubts that it-or substantial
parts of it, at least-would have ever become a classic were it not for its
status as Holy Scripture. Perhaps not even Job, the literary favorite;
certainly not Leviticus,except as a legal classic. And ArthurDarby Nock
used to say that the Gospelof John did not become beautiful as literature
until 1611, when the King James Version gave it a beauty far beyond
what the Greeksperceived.4
It is as Holy Scripturethat the Bible is a classic in our culture. Therefore there is somethingartificialin the idea of "theBible as literature."Or
rather, it can be artificial and contrary to the perception of both most
believersand most unbelievers,as artificialas "theBible as history"or "the
Bible as a textbookin geology or biology"or-the Bible as anything but
Bible.
Most readers know, in often undefined ways, that the Bible is Holy
Scripture,and it is a classic exactly as that special kind of classic. I wonder if some of our attempts at literary analysis-be it structuralismor
not so new "new criticism"-are not, when all is said and done, a form
of apologetics,sophisticatedto a degree which obfuscatesthe apologetic
intentioneven to its practitioners.
I do not considerapologeticsto be a sin, providedthat the apologetic
intention is conscious and not obscured by having it masquerade as
PropheticDiscourse,NarrativeDiscourse,PrescriptiveDiscourse,Wisdom Discourse.The
firstconstitutesto him the "basicaxis of inquiry"concerningrevelation.Indeed, this is the
discourse which declares itself to be "pronouncedin the name of [God],"p. 3. Cf. the
Bookof Revelation-the only NT book which claims such authority.
4 For a penetrating understandingof the glories of the King James Version see J. L.
Lowes, "The Noblest Monumentof EnglishProse,"Essays in Appreciation(1936), 3-31.
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something else or offered as an alternativeto a traditionalapologetic of
theological and doctrinal special pleadings.About such apologeticsNorthrop Frye says: "Suchsystems of faith, however impressiveand useful
still, can hardly be definitive for us now, because they are so heavily
conditionedby the phases of language ascendantin their time, whether
metonymicor descriptive."Then he continues:
A reconsideration
of the Biblecan take place only along with,
and as part of, a reconsideration
of language,and of all structures,includingthe literaryones, that languageproduces.One
wouldhopethatin thiscontextthe aim of sucha reconsideration
wouldbe a more tentativeone, directednot to a terminusof
belief but to the open communityof vision,and to the charity
thatis the informingprincipleof a stillgreatercommunitythan
faith(TheGreatCode,p. 227).
It seems ratherobviousto me that Frye's programof reconsideration
in all its humble tentativenessis an apologetic attempt with its own theology, appealing to charity over against the outdated "systemsof faith,"
and addressing"a still greater community than faith." In short, here is
an attempt at cutting loose from the moorings of Holy Writ. It is an
attempt at allowing the text to speak as literature freed from the very
claims which made the Bible a classicin the first place.
That can be done, and with great effect, not least in the hands of
mastersof expositionlike the Auerbachsand the Fryes of literary criticism. In Frye's case the very fact that the Bible is already in itself a
continuum of interpretationand reinterpretation,then becomes a glorified manifestation of a "capacity of self-re-creation,"and that "to an
extent to which I can think of no parallelelsewhere"(p. 225).
Such an approachyields significantinsightsand opens the sensesthat
have been numbed by overly familiar ways of reading, greedily hunting
proof texts for cherished doctrines. Titles like Mimesis and The Great
Code help our mental liberation.
Or to shift to Ricoeur'sproposalof a "non-heteronomous
dependence
of conscious reflection on external testimonies," a literary approach
allows new space for the imagination.He suggeststhat we "toooften and
too quickly think of a will that submits and not enough of an imagina-

tion that opens itself . . . For what are the poem of the Exodus and the

poem of the resurrectionaddressedto if not our imaginationratherthan
our obedience?"Thus there is the non-heteronomouspossibility of encountering revelation "no longer as an unacceptable pretension, but a
nonviolentappeal."5
Frye and Ricoeurboth addressthe imagination,but while Frye looks
away apologeticallyfrom the revelatorydimensionof Scripture,Ricoeur
5 HTR 70 (1977) 37.
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defines a way in which revelation can be revelation in a "nonviolent"
manner. But Ricoeur is driven toward a dichotomy between imagination
and will or obedience. Yet in speaking of an appeal, be it nonviolent, it
seems that the issue for him is not will versus imagination, but rather
how the scripturesaffect the readers,in their full persons,imaginationas
well as will and action.
This attention to revelation, will, obedience, and action is important
for our discussion,and it would seem that any culture-apologeticsthat
circumvents those dimensions of scripture misjudge the ways in which
the Bible is actually perceived as a classic by the common reader in
western culture. For such readersdo recognize the Bible as a classic just
in its belonging to the genre of Holy Scripture.Thereby there is a recognition of the normative nature of the Bible. That is an irreduciblecomponent in the kind of classic that the Bible is. In this it is different from
Shakespeareor from the way one now reads Homer.6
How one relatesto that normativenessis a very differentquestion.The
spectrumhere is wide indeed, both within and outsidethe communitiesof
faith, all the way from rejectionof that claim to the most minute literal
obedience. But that does not change the fact that the normativeclaim is
recognizedas intrinsicto the Bible.
In may be worth noting that the more recent preoccupation with
"story"tends to obscure exactly the normative dimension. Following
upon the history-kerygmapreoccupation-via the "languageevent"-we
come to story. It should be remembered, however, that even much of
biblical story was preservedand shaped by the halakic needs of the communities of faith, ratherthan by the kerygmatic urge of communication.
What was told or remembered was shaped by the need for guidance in
the life of the communities;hence the normative nature of the texts as
they are given to us.
It is this element of the normative which makes the Bible into a
peculiar kind of classic. This is of course true in an intensive sense within
the Christiancommunity (and what a sliding scale of intensity there is).
But I find it important to remember that the normative character is
present also in the minds of most people who read the Bible "only as a
classic."
When biblical scholarshiphas become greatly enriched by learning
methods of literary criticism, it seems that this sense of the "normative
expectation"has been lost or overlooked, for the literary models have
6 There was, of course, a time when Homer served as a "sacred"text which became
the object for religious and philosophicalinterpretation.The Stoics are famous for this
approach,and such commentarieson Homer came to serve as prototypesfor both Jewish
and Christiancommentatorson the Bible in the Hellenisticand Graeco-Romanworld. See
Rudolf Pfeiffer, History of ClassicalScholarship:From the Beginnings to the End of the
Hellenistic Age (Oxford:Clarendon,1968) 237ff.
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been non-normativegenres. To ask poets (or artists)what they actually
meant or intended with a piece of art is often an insult, and they are apt
to answer: "It is for you to answer what it means to you." That is fair
enough. The more meaningsthe merrier.
The normativenatureof the Bible requires,however, a seriousattention to original intentionsof texts. The intention of the original sayings,
or stories, or commandmentscan hardly be irrelevant, as they might
well be in other genres of literature.Let me give only one example, the
"lex talionis" (Exod 21:22-25; Lev 24:20): "... eye for eye, tooth for
tooth, hand for hand.. . ," words that must strike most contemporary
readersas ferocious. Self-servingChristianseven quote it as an example
of that spirit of vengeance which is supposedto characterizeJudaismas
compared with Christianity,the religion of love and forgiveness.7But
attention to "what it meant," to the intention of the legislation, to
descriptivehistoricalexegesis,all make it abundantlyclear that the point
made was the quantum jump from "a life for a tooth." Thus it was a
critique of vengeance, not a sanction for vengeance. Such examples
could be multipliedseventy times seven-and more.
All of this leads me to the conclusionthat it is exactly the Bible as a
classic and as Holy Scripturewhich requiresthe services of the descriptive biblical scholarsand their simple reminder"thatfrom the beginning
it was not so," as Jesussaid. That is as true about the commandmentsas
it is about the theologicalconstructsor the human self-understandingsof
the Bible.
Actually, the more intensive the expectation of normative guidance
and the more exacting the claims for the holiness of the Scriptures,the
more obvious should be the need for full attention to what it meant in
the time of its conception and what the intention of the authors might
have been.8 But also where the Bible is enjoyed in a far more relaxed
mood as a classic, people do like to find its supportor sanction for their
thoughts and actions. The low intensity of the normativeness often
makes such use of Scripture less careful. Many even think they give
honor to God and Christianityby such use of the Bible. Not least in such
7 On the Jewish interpretationof the lex talionis, see W. Gunther
Plaut, et al., The
Torah:A Modern Commentary (New York:Union of AmericanHebrew Congregations,
1981) 568, 571-75; and JakobJ. Petuchowski,Wie unsere Meister die Schrift erkliren
(Freiburg:Herder, 1982) 58-64.
8 Since I have placed so much emphasison the Bible as canon, it is importantto stess
this point. Contemporarystress on the Bible in its canonical wholenessis often coupled
with disregardfor the intention of the various strata and theologies within the Bible. I
would argue ratherthat exactly the normativequality of scripturenecessitatesthe attention to originalintentions;see my discussionwith BrevardChilds in the introductoryessay
in my forthcomingbook Meanings (Philadelphia:Fortress,1984) and also the essay on
"OneCanonis Enough"in that volume.
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situations, the call to historical honesty by access to what it meant is
necessaryand salutary,lest vague biblical authoritybecome self-serving,
trivializingor even harmful.
In conclusion:we are a Societyof BiblicalLiterature.The word "biblical"includesboth the Bible as a classicand the Bible as Holy Scripture,and
I have tried to argue that in both respectsthe normativedimension is an
irreducible part of biblical literature. Hence our responsibilitiesinclude
the taskof giving the readersof our time free and clear accessto the original intentionswhich constitutethe baselineof any interpretation.This task
is both one of critique and of makingavailablethose optionswhich got lost
in the process.For true criticismis also the startingpoint for new possibilities, hidden by the glories and by the shame of a long history under the
sway of the Bible.
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